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THE SELF AS TEXT:
AN INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN TEACHER EDUCATION
by
Robert Maloy, Lorraine Goyette, Greta Lawrence,
I.E. Seidman, Robert Smith, and Kendall Walsh
This thought, however incipient, is in the mind of each student who approaches our
introductory teacher education course in the Secondary Teacher Education Program at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Sometimes it is expressed with an almost defiant
conviction, sometimes it is considered only with vacillation and timidity, and sometimes it
is subjected to thoughtful introspection or mindful reflection. In Education 524, "The Work
of the Middle and High School Teacher," we invite students to examine what it means when
they say, "I want to be a teacher." We challenge students to parse that statement in order
to examine each element and to consider its function in a larger social context.
As an introductory or first course for prospective secondary teachers, Education 524
stresses an approach to teaching and teacher preparation that is reflective. As such it joins
other recent efforts by teacher educators from around the country to develop new ways of
introducing certification candidates to the teaching profession (Dueck & Haslett, 1984;
McDiarmid, 1990; Pasch & Pugach, 1988; Wilson, 1990). Our course incorporates Arthur
Combs' (1989 assertion that "since people's beliefs are deeply personal, not taught but
discovered, teacher education must be seen as a process of personal becoming" (p. 131).
The structures of the course are designed to encourage processes of personal discovery:

• We do not use a textbook, an anthology of essays by researchers, or a packet of
reading handouts. Rather we use the students' own writings as the major texts of the course.
• We encourage students to sort out personal thoughts and assumptions about the
work of teachers while examining the realities of teaching in middle and high schools.
The course is co-taught by professors from the University and experienced
secondary school teachers and has been conducted in its present form for the past eight
years, serving some 200 undergraduate, post-baccalaureate, or graduate students each year.
• We ask students to consider the impact on teaching of the social forces of class,
race and gender in ways that are not always personally comfortable or reassuring.
• We purposefully build a community of learners among all the participants in the
course. Everyone is a "front-row" participant. Everyone is an instructor. Everyone is a
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collaborating author.
Collectively, these efforts at community building challenge
conventional assumptions about the way a class is supposed to be organized and taught.
Using the critical notion of the "self as text" throughout the course, we contend that
teacher educators can make prospective certification candidates more conscious of
themselves as they examine the real work of teachers in middle and high schools. In a self
as text approach:
I ...The self is probed, then shared, and ultimately reconstituted.
want ... Common and diverse motives are explored.
to become ... The process of becoming is explicated.
a teacher ... What is a teacher? What is the work of a teacher?
What kind of teacher will each student become?
By making more problematic for our students both personal assumptions and organizational
contexts (Armaline & Hoover, 1989; Feiman-Nemser & Buchmann, 1985), we promote their
self-reflection and reconsideration about what it means to be a teacher in schools today.
The Self as Text

Perhaps the most singular aspect of the course is that the students' writings provide
the texts of the course. The inextricable link between writing and thinking is part of every
major component of the course. Students write and report on peer interviews. They trace
in writing the development of their social identity and they write a social issues paper. They
reconstruct in writing each of their field experiences and how they respond to them. They
prepare lesson plans for their microteaching and they free-write in class in response to group
discussions. With these writings as texts, we order no books for the course.
At the forefront of our class discussions and activities are the experience, perceptions,
outlooks and expectations that our students bring to teacher education. Their stories
become a way of knowing (Seidman, 1991). In generating and studying this text, we
encourage student to write about their personal interaction with public issues. Doing so asks
them to take risks. A key ingredient of the class is building an atmosphere that allows
students to feel safe and respected while they share their own writing.
Student-generated text shared with peers sets the stage for their reflecting on the
constitutive events of their past experiences (Schutz, 1962, 1967). Personal meanings are
reexamined and enlarged in light of political and social contexts (Apple, 1990; Giroux,
1988). We stress the meaning our students make of these experiences because we know that
they do not enter teacher education as blank slates. We start from the premise that their
past experiences will influence their future relationships with students, their expectations of
how students learn, the types of teaching they do, and their reactions to the structures of
schools.
·
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By bringing to consciousness the impact of social forces such as class, race and gender
on personal meaning systems (Britzman, 1986; Weis, 1988), we begin to transform our
students' taken-for-granted assumptions about teaching into problems that can be examined
personally and during class discussions. As Robert Kegan (1982) observed, problematising
personal understandings can lead to shifts in how individuals perceive themselves in the
world, and by implication, in the classroom.

Individual and Social Identities
Peer Interviews

We start the course with an exploration of the students' autobiographies through a
peer interview assignment. Everyone interviews a classmate and then constructs a written
report that weaves together the main themes using the interviewee's own words. The peer
interview is an explicit recognition that the life history each individual brings with her or him
to the class will affect personal attitudes and assumptions about teaching. Rather than
ignoring prior experiences, we want students to explore them, and reflect on how it is they
are thinking of becoming teachers. Personal stories exhibit a startling power to command
interest and set a standard for the ensuing work in the course.
Peer interviews, which are often intensely personal in nature, begin to build a sense
of trust and openness between students and are an important means toward creating a sense
of community. Students begin to appreciate the diversity within the class. At the same
time, there is a redefined sense of the group: classmates are seen as unique individuals
brought together by a common goal -- to explore teaching.
Common themes emerge as students share their interviews in class: the impact of
former teachers as role models, positive and negative school and work experiences, the need
to integrate family commitments with work, the desire to reform society, and for some, the
love of their subject matter. We ask our students if they see any complexities in their own
paths to teaching and those of their peers.
These themes evoke questions that promote class reflection and personal analysis:
Have you had access to a wide range of role models? Is it possible to be like your teachers?
Are schools progressive or conservative institutions? What do you hope to get out of
teaching that you did not get from other work experiences? Can teachers combine a
satisfying personal life with the demands of the profession? Is there a difference between
teaching, helping and reforming? Have previous generations of "good" teachers begun their
careers with similar aspirations? Do you see teaching as intellectual work and yourself as
an intellectual? Do you love your subject matter?
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Social Identity Paper

Powerful social forces of class, race and gender as well as the influence of
community, family, schools and religion have played important roles in our students' lives.
In order to better understand the social identities of their future students, and the social
forces that affect learning, we ask students to write a history of their own class, racial or
gender identity.
Some students write about the impact of class:
Growing up in a suburb of Toledo, Ohio, I was entirely ignorant of the issues
of race and class, as was intended. My parents had spent their entire lives
savings for a house in just such a suburb so that their children should be
ignorant of the issues of race and class.
Another student who had spent several years living abroad commented:
In the States, particularly in wealthy suburbia, we learn that wealth comes
from hard work and intelligence, and that everyone has the same
opportunities in this country. We learn that those who are poor blew their
opportunities and must be someone inferior.
Only a small number of white students write about issues of race and identity. By
contrast, minority students generally focus on issues of race. One Cambodian-American
reflected on his experiences in a new land:
Personally, I am not very happy with the way children were treated in
Cambodia, and the way things are going for Cambodian people in America,
... I want them to remember who they are and where they came from and
of course to share with them the traditional values that the Khmers used to
have.
Other students write about the critical points in their lives that contributed to their
sense of gender identity. One woman wrote:
All along men had been equating doing a good job or being good at
something with maleness, and I and most of the people I knew had bought
into it. Somewhere in my middle age, I finally realized that doing something
well had nothing to do with gender. ...
Many of our students take enormous risks in these papers. As a rule, those students
who had had to confront oppression in their lives write impassioned papers. Deeply
personal experiences with alcoholism, divorce, or abusive parents are shared along with their
quest for personal affirmation and growth. Perhaps more than any other assignment in the
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course, these papers bridge the dichotomy between what is considered personal and what
is treated as public in class. For many students the experience is freeing and gives them a
sense of high stakes in the class; for others it is frightening and ground-breaking, but it takes
place in a context of personal narrative where criticism seems inappropriate. After hearing
the papers of other classmates, some students express regret about not having taken greater
risks in their own writing.
Some of our students begin for the first time to connect personal experiences to
social institutions. In the case of schools, they realize that their teachers have had powerful
influences on their identities and aspirations. They begin to muse on the influences they will
have on their students.
Social Issues Paper

A social issues paper acts as a bridge to sources other than the self, and provides a
means for students to look at the positions of researchers and teachers on topics of class,
race and gender. We ask students to select an issue that is somehow connected to their own
history and that they think affects the work of teachers. Students gather data from their
observations in schools, through interviews, and library readings. They write on topics such
as tracking in schools, sexism in curriculum, multicultural education, teenage suicide,
homophobia, censorship, mainstreaming, and school dropouts.
Instructors are not the only, nor the single most important, audience for this writing
assignment. Every member of a class can gain from the work of other classmates. Students
prepare multiple copies of their papers and give one to each member of the class. The
papers are an opportunity to give their classmates a gift of their thinking and research.
All students are asked to read their peers' papers and to provide feedback to the
writer as if they were the teacher. This exercise raises issues of grading and assessment -a central aspect of teachers' work that is seldom discussed. What did they learn about how
much time they are willing to commit to grading? Why do students find it more difficult to
grade their peers than they imagine it will be to grade their students? How do they respond
to classmates who offer little feedback on their papers? How do they understand that they
get different grades from different readers? What is the relationship of grading to power
and hierarchy in schools and society?
Field Experiences
An important transition between seeing themselves as students and seeing themselves
as teachers occurs for many in the class as they visit secondary schools throughout the
semester and write about their field experiences. A general frame of reference is suggested
for each school visit. At what grade level do they want to teach -- middle or high school?
What are students doing or not doing? What structural realities will they face that will
affect their work -- tracking, administrative hierarchies, or school schedules? In what type
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of school do they want to teach -- suburban or urban? What besides teaching does a
teacher do during and beyond the school day? Each writing assignment asks the students
for a personal response to what they saw in the schools, and to let the rest of us know what
happened to their thinking about aspects of teaching and learning as a result of their
experiences.
For many of our students, the simple act of walking into middle school or high school
and beginning to look at what is going on in the building from the perspective of a potential
teacher is a startling experience. Some are unsure of how to respond when they are called
Mr. or Ms. or when asked for a hall pass by another adult. As one student recalled:
As I walked ... [toward the high school], I attempted to put myself two years
in the past so I would be ready for what I thought was going to be field
experience #1. [But] ... things had changed. I wondered where I fit in this
puzzle and how students viewed me. I was no longer a student but obviously
not a faculty member either. The male students would look me over and give
me the normal greeting, "What's up, dude?" From the girls I would get a
normal greeting and a smile. Who were these people who at one time not so
long ago I would have considered my peers?

Many reveal that they see a status hierarchy among teachers in public schools with
high school teaching at the top. Some recognize that for reasons of perceived status they
choose to ignore real possibilities in middle schools in favor of wished-for respect at the high
school level.
We require our students to visit urban and suburban schools. When they report on
their visits to urban schools, their preconceptions about urban education are surfaced. After
visiting a city school, one student observed:
Just about everything I observed or was told seemed somehow to surprise me.
Before going into the school I envisioned a school more like the ones you see
in the movies, with graffiti, bars on the windows, damaged facilities, lots of
problem kids, and so on. This appeared not to be the case. I realized how
skewed my view was and how much this view was influenced by different types
of media, especially the movies and Boston news stations.
A few students recognize and appreciate the energy in an urban setting:
The school just seemed to care more about its students. It was a more
exciting stage for education than the suburban school, there seemed to be
more attempts at "community." Even the kids seemed more excited.... This
was the first time I have ever thought that I might possibly teach in an urban
setting. I left the [urban] high school vowing that I would get a teaching job
there some day. I loved the diversity of the student body and faculty.
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Urban field experiences challenge the stereotypes that students hold about city
schools. Some come to recognize their views are based on commonly accepted racial bias.
For many it is the first time they have expressed deeply held notions about race and class.
In a final field experience, they spend an entire day shadowing a middle or high
school teacher from the time she or he arrives till the end of the day. Shadowing surfaces
strong impressions about what it means to be a teacher in a secondary school. One student
wrote:
One thing I realized is that teachers do more than teach. Teachers do clerical
work, they take attendance and write out passes for students. They record
grades and homework. Additionally, teachers have to fill out forms and
evaluations of any workshops that they have attended. Teachers have to have
communication with each other in department and staff meetings. . . .
Teachers have to be involved in intervention and negotiation with eliminating
confrontations between students. Teachers have to deal with confrontations
with parents, they must send home progress/deficiency reports and set up
parent-teacher conferences when necessary. Teachers have to be on study
hall and lunch duty and hall duty ... a teacher's job extends much farther
than the classroom.
Another student commented:
The school day is over for the class, but not for [the teacher]. What follows
is a few hours (the time period varies from day to day) of conferences,
grading, meetings with students and preparation for future classes. The life
of a teacher is a difficult one to put a time limit on....
For some of our students the field experiences take them back to middle and high
schools for the first time since they were students. The visits juxtapose the reality of schools
with their memories of schooling. The resulting tension forces reconsideration of personal
goals and choices that they must make about teaching.
Peer Microteaching

In addition to v1s1tmg schools, we ask our students to rnicroteach in our own
classroom. Peer microteaching is often one of the most compelling parts of the course for
our students. Initially, most are unsure and nervous about how to handle the teaching
process. Over three microteaching experiences, however, they gain confidence in their
abilities to conduct a lesson in class as shown in the following comments from the final
course evaluation instrument:
• Challenging, but very instructional because it is sort of "trial by fire" in
teaching.
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• I felt confident by the end of the micro-teaching. It made me generate
ideas that I hope to use in the future.
• I was nervous often, but the experience was invaluable.
• . . . found myself thinking often of innovative methods to relate things.
The personal experiences and reactions of students during microteaching become part
of the text of the course. At first, and even when they had planned otherwise, students tend
to adopt the lecture method with which they were most familiar from their college
experience. After reflecting on their own practice in free-writing exercises, observing their
peers teach, and discussing objectives and assumptions about teaching and schooling, some
students recognize the limits of the traditional lecture method and begin to try out other
approaches.
Microteaching also encourages students to begin taking responsibility for their own
professional development as teachers. When asked on the class evaluation how the
microteaching experience could be improved, many students chose to discuss how they might
change their own responses to the assignment. For example, former students said:
more preparation on my part;
I could be more open and class-involved;
confidence, more innovation;
perhaps making written notes on our own work;
learn how to speak in front of groups!; and
I should try to cover less, and go for getting through the concepts.
Some students begin to make choices about the kind of teaching approaches they
hope to develop when they enter the classroom. For others, when they see how much
planning and preparation is required for a five-minute lesson, microteaching helps them to
clarify whether or not teaching is the kind of work they want to do.
Peer microteaching has raised an issue for us about what level of feedback on their
teaching is appropriate for an introductory course for secondary teachers. Some of our
students seek approval or recognition for their efforts; others want to be told how to teach.
We balance our wanting to respond to the possibilities of students benefitting from others'
perspectives with an unwillingness to allow ourselves or their peers to be prescriptive.
Where Are We Now?

At the end of the semester, all the instructors of Education 524 gather for a final
review, evaluation, and reappraisal of the course. The mood is reflective. Each instructor
reconstructs her or his experience in the class that semester and offers thoughts for the next
term. Public school and University staff realize that they have learned from each other's
perspectives and from the experience of teaching together. At a recent end of semester one
instructor said that "Teaching is always about process -- in the classroom, for the student,
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for the teacher." Another noted: " ... but it's such a small slice of a future teacher's life."
A third remarked, "This course .is the best way I know of learning from each other, inquiring
together as colleagues." Each of us has found that teaching this course affects how we teach
other classes. As one instructor concluded: "I am recognizing teaching as a struggle.
Perhaps our course prepares some of our students and instructors to engage the struggle a
little less naively, with more vision, and with the hope that can come from sharing."
Students also look back at the distance they have traveled. Responding to a final
writing ~ssignrnent on "Where are you now regarding teaching," they announce decisions
they have made based on their experiences in the class. Some choose other career
directions -- "I'm glad I know that teaching is not for me." Nearly two-thirds make the
commitment to continue toward secondary certification -- "I realize teaching isn't an easy
way out ... yet I'm still interested." A few reaffirm their decision to enter the teaching
profession -- "I do want to become a teacher. I want to become a good teacher."
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